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Most of the current work has attempted to predict the future 
based on the current value of a stream 

However, for many problems the actual values are irrelevant, 
but the shape of the current pattern may foretell the future. 

Prediction	  problem



chamber → door

One possible rule is that the word “door” often follows the word “chamber,” 

This rule is based on our observation that we see the phrase “chamber door” ten times in the text. 

We note that this is not a perfect rule; the word “chamber” appears once without been followed by “door” 
(“...into the chamber turning...”). 

The	  intuition	  of	  rule	  discovery

A phrase from “The Raven”, by Edgar Allan Poe: 



Difference between text and time series 

the time series does not have a natural segmentation (i.e. spaces or periods), 
thus we are facing data that is more like this: 

onceuponamidnightdrearywhileIponderedweak.... 

qncexauponwamidmightmtdreerydwgileuIpponderediweek... 

The	  transition	  may	  produce	  some	  mispealing



Must generalize the antecedent to allow flexibility, perhaps by triggering the occurrence of a 
pattern that is within a certain threshold t distance under some suitable distance measure: 

dist(“chamber”, substring) ≤ t → door

Not successful: lag between the antecedent and consequent is too long.



final rule format: 

dist(chamber, substri,) ≤ t1 → dist(door, substrj) ≤ t2, 
j-(i+ρ -1)≤maxlag

If we see a substring of length ρ that is within distance t1 of the word chamber, then we fire the rule and 
expect to see a similar substring to word door, within a learned distance t2, in the next maxlag time steps.

Maxlag: the maximum number of characters between the end of the antecedent and the 
beginning of the consequent 

...chamberdoor..., ...chamberzdoor..., ...chamberxydoor...
Or ...chamberxzuvdoor...



Took an audio recording of the first four verses of “The Raven”

Real-Valued Data 

We can immediately test this rule by running it on the remainder of The Raven data. The rule 
fires exactly three times and in every case it maps to an utterance of “door.” 



This example shows a very easy rule to spot. The semicircular bump created by an 
elevator accelerating must eventually be matched by a bump in the opposite 
direction when the elevator brakes (the rule for elevators going down is similar, but 
with the consequent and antecedent swapped). 

Accelerometer dataset 



THE RULE FRAMEWORK 

Definition 1: Assume we are monitoring a time series by continuously extracting the 
sliding window, W. Given a positive constant t (threshold), and an antecedent time 
series Ra, a binary flag fired is set to TRUE if D(Ra, W) < t. 

Definition 2: A consequent, , is a time series subsequence that is predicted to follow the 
detection of an antecedent within maxlag time steps. 

Definition 3: The maxlag is the maximum number of time steps allowed between a 
detected antecedent and its consequent. 

Definition 5: The Split Point is a ratio in the range (0, 1) which indicates the end point 
of the antecedent and the beginning of the consequent. 

Definition 4: A time series rule, R, is a 4-tuple of { , ,      maxlag, t}.

Euclidean distance measure the distance between two subsequences



DATA	  	  	  	  DISCRETIZATION

After attaining the global minimum value, min, and global 
maximum value, max, across all subsequences, author set bin 
boundaries that are uniformly sized between min and max. The 
resulting bin width is:

(max - min) / cardinality. 

transform our real-valued time series into a discretized space 



MDL(Minimum Description Length) Scoring 

dist(“chamber”, substring) ≤ t → doorwithlikename, 

... bustabovehischamberdoorwithsuchnameasnevermore...

.. bustabovehischamberdoorwithsuchnameasnevermore...

The former is an exact but short prediction; 
the	  latter	  is	  an	  approximate	  but	  longer	  and	  arguably	  more	  informative	  prediction.	  



DL(H) = length(H) ⋅ log2(cardinality) 

We denote this cost as the Description Length, DL. 

This hypothesis (the bold/green line in Figure 4) has some cost, the number	  of	  bits	  it	  takes	  to	  store	  it.	  



how well the prediction matched the future 

how well it encodes a set, M, of at least two consequents. 

M consists of all subsequences to be compressed with the consequent H. 



1) a scoring function 

2) a search algorithm which repeatedly invokes this scoring 
function while searching for high quality rules. 

Algorithm



In line 1-4, iterates on all possible split points for 
the candidate time series, R, and calculates the 
quality score. 

In line 5, it find the maximum quality score (s). 

In lines 6 to 8, it find the split point corresponding to 
the maximum quality score and we split R to the 
antecedent (a) and the consequent (c). The procedure 
returns a(antecedent), c(consequent), and s(quality 
score). 

Scoring	  function



find the set of subsequences similar to the 
antecedent of R. 

learn a threshold for the distance that 
leads to the largest quality score for R. 

the algorithm calculates the largest 
number of bits saved for the rule 
instances and finally returns that value as 
a quality score for the rule. 



In line 5 , it find the locations of the sorted 
distances in the time series T and finally the 
procedure returns a set of antecedent 
candidates sorted by their distances to the 
antecedent of R. 

In lines 1 and 2, it find the antecedent of the 
rule R

In line 3, it slide the antecedent across the 
entire time series, T, and calculate the 
Euclidean distances for each subsequence 
of the same length. 

In line 4 the algorithm finds the local 
minimums and sorts them according to 
their distances. 



In lines 3 to 6 we iterate on the number of rule 
instances and each time calculate the total number 
of bit-saves. 

In line 7 it calculate the maximum number of 
total bit-saves 
in line 8 it find the corresponding	  number	  of	  
rule	  instances	  picked	  during	   the	  iteration	  



In line 3 it discretize the consequent into 16 
values and z-normalize it. 

It will use this consequent as the hypothesis 
therefore it exclude the antecedent of R in line 6. 

In lines 7 to 10 for all n-1 AntecedentCandidates
we find their corresponding consequents. 

In line 11 the algorithm discretizes and z-
normalizes the corresponding consequents. 
In line 12 we calculate the number of bits required 
to record the consequents by using Huffman 
coding. 

In line 13 we use the consequent of R as a 
hypothesis and calculate the number of bits to save 
all other consequents by using Minimum	  Description	  
Length	  (MDL). 



In lines 3 to 8 we iterate over the motifs to 
discover the best rule. 

In line 4 our procedure calls the subroutine 
motif_Discovery (T, L, K), which uses the MK 
motif discovery algorithm to return the Kth best 
motif of length L in the time series T. 





“caught” or “crest” have a huge distance to their nearest neighbor. 

one occurrence of the phrase “...chamber door...” has a very small distance to 
its nearest neighbor, which is naturally just another occurrence of the phrase. 
Similarly, the repeated phrases such as “...the raven....”, “...on the floor...”, 
etc., also have small distances to their nearest neighbors. 

Zipf's law tells us that about half the words in an English text are hapax legomena



a maxlag interval to search the consequent after the split point. 

In line 10 it allow a maxlag value after the split point 
(subConsequent) to search for a subsequence in T closest 
to the consequent. 

In lines 11 to 14 it slide the consequent through each 
subsequence of the subConsequent and find the closest 
subsequence to the consequent. 



Finding Rules in Bird Vocalization 



The antecedent and consequent in Figure 11.right correspond to the Clothes 
Washer and Clothes Dryer respectively. The discovered rule in Figure 
11.right can be interpreted as: when the tenant uses the Clothes Washer, 
after a while they will run the Clothes Dryer. 

Finding Rules in Energy Disaggregation 



Finding Rules in an Activity Data Set 

We consider a benchmark data set that contains daily activity telemetry, of four subjects 
wearing seven inertial measurement units (IMUs). Each subject created five recordings 

According to the labels provided with the dataset, the rule 
discovered is a part of the activity: drinking from a cup while 
standing. 



Finding Rules in NASA Telemetry Data 

This rule appears to describe a normal solenoid discharge event: 
a rapid decrease in the current is immediately followed by a 
slight ramp and gradual, complete discharge
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1. keyword based techniques have significant limitations at forecasting 

outbreaks of rare diseases, such as hantavirus.

2. different	  data	  sources	  may	  exhibit	  different	  delays	  at	  reporting	  rare	  

disease	  incidences,	  and	  using	  their	  data	  for	  predicting	  outbreaks	  may	  

lead	  to	  predictions	  of	  significantly	  different	  accuracies.	  

Challenges of Forecasting Rare Disease Outbreaks 



Forecasting Disease Outbreaks With Many Sources 

time point T 

partition the data across different sources in S 

Ns a tuple (“www.biobiochile.cl”, (“Los Lagos”, “Chile”), “hanta”, 
“28”; 35) 

all tuple collections Ns for all sources s ∈ S until time point T. 



Draw K(number of topics) 
multinomials φz∼ Dir(β) for each 
topic z (word multinomial	  distr.	  for	  
topic	  z)

Draw K(number of topics) 
multinomials ξz∼ Dir(γ) for each topic 
z (Time	  point	  multinomial	   distr.	  for	  
topic	  z	  )

Draw L(Number	  of	  locations)
multinomials θl∼ Dir(α) for each 
location l (Topic	  multinomial	   distr.	  for	  
location	  l	  )

First	  part	  of	  SourceSeer:	  spatio-‐temporal	  topic	  model



z−si represents the topic assignments for all entries in s except the i-th entry. We have: 

denotes the number of times word r was associated with topic z across all sources and entries 

denotes the number of times time-point t was associated with topic z across all sources 
denotes the number of times location l was associated with topic z across all sources and their entries 



source-‐topic	  relevance	  values:	  how the 
relevance between the content of a source 
and a topic can be measured using cosine 
similarity. 

one-‐class	  SVMs	  

Predict	  outbreaks	  for	  a	  future	  
time	  point	  t

Fz :	  expected occurrence frequency of each word w ∈ V 
given the topic 

Source-based Disease Outbreak Prediction 

Detect anomaly 



(i) Identify a set of sources Sl relevant to location l, 

(ii) construct the set of training points Dl by considering the 
reported outbreaks in GSR for location l and the disease under 
consideration. 

iterates over all training points in Dl 

examines all available sources 
extracts their prediction corresponding to 
a specific training point from the past 

If the expert is mistaken, it’s corresponding 
weight is reduced in a multiplicative fashion 

otherwise its weight is increased 
outputs the normalized weights 

later used to fuse the individual source 
predictions for future time points. 

Fusing Multiple Predictions 



let al(s) be the overall accuracy of a source s ∈ Sl considering 
its past predictions for location l. 

For	  all	  sources:	  

Evaluation:



HealthMap: a	  prominent	   online	  aggregator	  of	  news	  articles	  and	  tweets	  for	  disease	  
outbreak	  monitoring	   and	  real-‐time	  surveillance	  of	  emerging	  public	  health	  threats.	  

GSR: make use of a gold standard report (GSR) which gives ground truth 
determinations of whether a disease incidence (hantavirus) happened in a given location. 
The GSR is determined by analysts of MITRE 1 considering multiple news sources and 
studying bulletins issued by health reporting organizations such as ProMED

Data	  source	  



•SourceSeer: Our source-based framework coupled with a thresholding mechnism where for a week and country accepts 
only the predictions with confidence scores in the top-k percentile of all prediction scores for that country. 

•LocSeer: A variation of SourceSeer that uses the topic model component to identify disease related topics but integrates 
this with a location-only anomaly detection approach. 

•KeyWord: A keyword based prediction technique that monitors the mentions of the Hantavirus related key word set 
{“hanta”, “hantavirus”, “roedores”, “ratones”, “cardiopulmonar”} and uses an OCSVM to predict future outbreaks based on 
past mentions of words. 

•BRM: A base rate model that assumes a fixed rate for the occurrence of rare disease outbreaks for each location and for 
each month. 



Each prediction for a 
location in the country under consideration is assigned a 
quality score Q = 4 (1 + aloc + adate), where aloc and adate 3 

denote the location and date accuracy of the prediction. 





Prominence: temporal distribution value for that topic at that time point 





SourceSeer obtains the best F1-score for most of the months. 

A higher quality score is an indicator that a model can predict outbreaks correctly at the state and not 
only at the country level. As shown, both LocSeer and SourceSeer outperform BSR and KeyWord
significantly. 

both models have a significant lead-time advantage when compared against the mention of the 
outbreak in news sources and also outperform KeyWord. 


